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Abstract Molecular dynamics simulation is employed to understand the ther-
modynamic behavior of cuboctahedron (cub) and icosahedron (ico) nanopar-
ticles with 2− 20 number of full shells. The original embedded atom method
(EAM) was compared to the more recent highly optimized version as inter-
atomic potential. The thermal stability of clusters were probed using potential
energy and specific heat capacity as well as structure analysis by radial distri-
bution function (G(r)) and common neighbor analysis (CNA), simultaneously,
to make a comprehensive picture of the solid state and melting transitions. The
result shows ico is the only stable shape of small clusters (Pd55 – Pd309 using
original EAM and Pd55 using optimized version) those are melting uniformly
due to their small diameter. An exception is cub Pd309 modeled via optimized
EAM that transforms to ico at elevated temperatures. A similar cub to ico
transition was predicted by original EAM for Pd923 – Pd2075 clusters while
for the larger clusters both cub and ico are stable up to the melting point.
As detected by G(r) and CNA, moderate and large cub clusters were showing
surface melting by nucleation of the liquid phase at (100) planes and growth of
liquid phase at the surface before inward growth. While diagonal (one corner
to another) melting was dominating over ico clusters owing to their partitioned
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2 Movaffaq Kateb et al.
structure which retarded the growth of the liquid phase. The large ico cluster,
using optimized EAM, presented a combination of surface and diagonal melt-
ing due to the simultaneous diagonal melting started from different corners.
Finally, the melting temperature as well as latent heat of fusion were calcu-
lated and compared with available models and previous studies which showed,
unlike the present result, the models failed to predict size-dependent motif
crossover.
Keywords Size-dependent · Nanoparticle · Melting · Enthalpy
1 Introduction
Palladium nanoparticles have received growing interest due to their novel prop-
erties such as size (Chen et al, 2016) and shape (facet) (Wang et al, 2017) de-
pendent catalytic activity, controlled oligomerization (Zhivonitko et al, 2016)
and enhanced hydrogen storage (Rangel et al, 2016). However, due to the
higher surface to volume ratio (Schmidt et al, 1998; Safaei et al, 2008), the
nanoparticles are known as the most unstable structures among different nano-
solids. Thus, it is necessary to predict their thermal stability for practical
applications specifically when instability at elevated temperature can be con-
sidered as a failure. For instance, reshaping, melting or aggregation of catalyst
clusters might happen far below the bulk melting point (Tmb) which results in
changing their properties as well as functionality.
The nanoparticles melting temperature (Tmp) and enthalpy (Hmp), among
the other thermodynamic properties, have received considerable attention (Qi,
2016). Several models have been developed to predict the nanoparticles size-
dependent Tmp (Goldstein et al, 1992; Jiang et al, 1999; Safaei, 2010) and
Hmp (Zhang et al, 2000; Jiang et al, 2002; Attarian Shandiz and Safaei, 2008;
Fu et al, 2017). However, developing a universal model requires an extensive
effort and each model has to be verified with experimental or simulation data
(Liang et al, 2017) which, to our knowledge, is not available for Pd clusters. In
addition, these models fail to describe the melting dynamic and size-dependent
melting mechanisms. For instance, quite recently, it has been shown that re-
shaping of Ag particles depends on the size and a transition from homogeneous
to surface melting mechanism occurs by an increase in the particle size (Liang
et al, 2017).
Alternatively, atomistic Monte Carlo (MC) (Westergren and Nordholm,
2003) and molecular dynamics (MD) (Baletto et al, 2002; Pan et al, 2005; Miao
et al, 2005; Schebarchov and Hendy, 2006) simulations have proven to be an
excellent tool for probing the nanoparticles stability and melting behavior. For
instance, Baletto et al (2002) have shown that for small Pd cluster icosahedron
(ico) structure is more stable while decahedron (dec) and cuboctahedron (cub)
are more stable at the moderate and large clusters, respectively. In this regard,
they compared Rosato-Guillope´-Legrand and embedded atom method (EAM)
force fields those were in close agreement. However, they only focused on the
energetics of the different structures rather than showing a dynamic transition
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between allotropes. Thus, it still remains unclear that under what condition
an unstable shape transforms into a more stable counterpart. Later, Pan et al
(2005) reported in the case of Pd309 cluster both of the cub and ico shapes
are stable in a wide range of temperatures using Sutton-Chen (SC) potential.
They also reported surface melting mechanism which was detected using radial
distribution function, G(r). However, the G(r) has been defined separately for
each shell of the cluster in their work which can be misleading i.e. the diffusion
of the surface atoms, those have more degree of freedom, into inner shells causes
a broadening of the G(r) peak for the outer shell which can be misinterpreted
as surface melting (Bertoldi et al, 2017). They regretted this drawback by
reporting quasi-solid core at the melting point (Tmp) of clusters while their
G(r) patterns indicated broad peaks for all shells (Pan et al, 2005). They also
observed a minor peak prior to the main melting peak in the specific heat
capacity Cp of the ico cluster which they attributed to the surface melting.
Using a similar potential, Miao et al (2005) reported the surface melting for a
spherical Pd456 cluster based on bond-orientational order parameters (BOP).
The BOP is a local structure characterization method obtained by determining
the angle between a list of nearest neighbors (NN) (Steinhardt et al, 1983).
Thus, it determines which atoms are in solid/liquid states and enables the
study of the surface melting more precisely. Later, Schebarchov and Hendy
(2006) pointed out the BOP is unable to distinguish between fcc and hcp
(Steinhardt et al, 1983) and it is not efficient to detect solid state transitions
in the clusters. To maintain brevity, cub to ico transition can be detected
by mapping twining boundaries in ico cluster those can be characterized as
hcp atoms. Thus, they suggested common neighbor analysis (CNA), instead
of BOP, which is very sensitive to the angles between different pairs of NN
(Tsuzuki et al, 2007). The efficiency of CNA for the structural transition has
been demonstrated earlier by Baletto et al (2000, 2001) and interested reader is
referred to Ref. (Rossi and Ferrando, 2007) to learn about the potential of CNA
for the detailed characterization of clusters. They successfully demonstrated
dec to ico transition through a solid-liquid state for a Pd877 cluster. This is
interesting since they used the EAM force field and obtained a different result
than static energy calculation by Baletto et al (2002) with similar potential. It
is worth noting that for small clusters those have a high degree of freedom and
might undergo several structure transformations at elevated temperatures, the
Lindemann index (Lindemann, 1910) (δL) gives scattered results as reported
elsewhere (Alavi and Thompson, 2006; Zhang and Douglas, 2013).
In the present work, the phenomenological melting of symmetric shell Pd
clusters of cub and ico structure is investigated. Since EAM potential predicts
solid-state phase change, according to previous studies, original and highly op-
timized EAM were utilized in the present study. In addition, different methods
of caloric curves, G(r) and CNA were utilized to make a comprehensive un-
derstanding of the nanoparticles melting. This accompanied with a brief dis-
cussion on the limitation of each method and the resulting misinterpretation.
Finally, the size-dependent results were compared to state of the art models.
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2 Method
2.1 MD simulation
MD simulations were performed by solving Newton’s equation of motion (Allen
and Tildesley, 1989) using large-scale atomistic/molecular massively paral-
lel simulator (LAMMPS) open source code4 (Plimpton, 1995; Plimpton and
Thompson, 2012).
The original (Foiles et al, 1986) and highly optimized (Sheng et al, 2011)
EAM was used to depict the inter-atomic potential between Pd atoms. Eq. (1)
represents the original formulation of EAM potential:
Ei = Fi
∑
i 6=j
ρij(rij) +
1
2
∑
i 6=j
Uij(rij) (1)
where Ei and Fi are cohesive and embedding energies of atom i, respectively.
ρij(rij) is the electron density of j atoms located around the i atom at dis-
tance rij . Clearly, Fi is a many-body interaction term while Uij takes the pair
interaction into account.
The EAM potential was confirmed for describing solid characteristics such
as cohesive energy and elastic constant as well as metals melting point (Foiles
et al, 1986; Sheng et al, 2011). Moreover, it is reliable in determining the
transitional properties especially the heat of fusion and heat capacities above
room-temperature. The EAM has also been verified for a quantitatively cor-
rect description of such nanoscale systems; for instance, surface energy and
geometry of low index surfaces.
The time integration of the equation of the motion was performed regarding
the Verlet algorithm (Verlet, 1967; Kateb and Dehghani, 2012) with a timestep
of 3 fs. The temperature control was done using the Nose-Hoover thermostat
with a damping of 30 fs. These conditions designed to generate positions and
velocities sampled from canonical (NVT) ensemble. The initial velocities of the
atoms were defined randomly from a Gaussian distribution at the appropriate
temperature of 300 K and relaxed for 300 ps in NVT ensemble. Since practical
nanoparticle melting is mostly performed in the vacuum, the heat associated
with the particle’s melting cannot be removed so efficiently by the surrounding
medium. But the particles are in contact with the substrate which allows
control over temperature and hence, the NVT ensemble provides a realistic
representation of such systems. The simulations were performed by starting
at 300 K, and then the temperature was elevated at a heating rate of 1.4 ×
1012 K/s.
2.2 Cluster preparation
The Pd nanoparticles were considered to be in the cub and ico forms those
found in experimental characterizations (Jose´-Yacama´n et al, 2001). For dif-
4 version 14 Apr 2013 available at http://lammps.sandia.gov
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ferent sizes of given clusters, cub and ico were made considering the so-called
magic number (Poole Jr and Owens, 2003) or a total number of cluster atoms
(Nt) which is described as the function of the shell number (n):
Nt =
1
3
(10n3 + 15n2 + 11n+ 3) (2)
where n = 0 denotes a mono-atomic system and n ≥ 1 defines the full shell
clusters. Here, clusters with sizes ∼1.5 – 12 nm including n = 2 − 20 shells
(Nt = 55− 28741 atoms) were considered. Fig. 1 illustrates the 8-cub (n = 8)
and 8-ico as an example. The figure also shows a slice of particles indicating
8-cub is made by fcc and surface atoms while the 8-ico presents more com-
plicated arrangement i.e. 20 fcc tetrahedral (green) those surrounded an ico
atom (indicated by yellow in Fig. 1d) separated by twinning grain boundaries
detected as hcp (red).
We chose to use the cluster radius (Rp) defined by Guinier formula (Miao
et al, 2005) which is nearly constant during surface diffusion, solid-state tran-
sition and at the beginning of melting.
Rp = Rg
√
3
5
+ ra (3)
where Rg is particle gyration radius and ra is atomic radius equal to 0.137 nm.
The term particle size hereafter is referred to as D = 2Rp calculated at ambient
temperature.
2.3 Melting criteria
The melting is commonly detected from isotherm transition in the so-called
caloric curve(s) e.g. potential energy (U) plotted versus temperature (T ) (Shim
et al, 2002; Zhao et al, 2001). Qi et al (2001) defined Tmp as the temperature
with the maximum apparent heat capacity. In MD simulations, specific heat
capacity at constant pressure (Cp) can be calculated by derivative of the U
average (Uave) during heating:
Cp =
dUave
dT
+
3
2
< (4)
here < stands for the universal gas constant.
It is worth noting that the precision of Tmp value calculated from Cp is
dependent on the number available data points (U vs. T ) and a limited number
of sampling, which is usually the case in MC simulation, results in a huge error.
Several methods are used in MD simulations to identify the melting pro-
cess based on atomic specifics. The first criterion proposed by Lindemann
(Lindemann, 1910) who stated the melting of crystals occurs when the aver-
age amplitude of atomic vibrations is higher than a threshold value. The global
δL is a system average of atomic quantity which shows a linear increase with
temperature increment in solid-state and a step change due to the melting.
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A B
C D
Fig. 1 Illustration of (a) 8-cub and (b) 8-ico particles with 8 being the shell number, n.
The crystal arrangement is shown through a slice of (c) 8-cub and (d) 8-ico indicating fcc,
hcp, ico and unknown using green, red, yellow and blue colors, respectively.
However, most of the vibrations of the surface atoms in the small clusters,
which have more degree of freedom, were assumed as melting behavior by this
model (Alavi and Thompson, 2006; Zhang and Douglas, 2013). This is a seri-
ous issue since it may lead to misinterpreting of the surface melting instead of
a solid state transition. The most straightforward structure analysis is offered
by G(r) or pair correlation function (Iida and Guthrie, 1988). It describes how
density varies as a function of distance in a system of particles from a reference
particle.
G(r) = 〈4pir2ρadr〉T (5)
where ρa is the atom numbers density, r is the distance from reference particle
and dr determines the bin size. The angle brackets i.e. 〈〉T denote the time
average at constant T .
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Here G(r) was extracted by 300 ps relaxation of clusters in NVT ensemble
at desired T i.e. 300 – 2500 K with 100 K steps. Then the G(r) averaged
out over the whole time with 10−4 nm bin size without periodic boundary
condition (PBC).
This results in a pattern of several peaks corresponding to number and
distance of NNs which applies to a wide range of materials. The melting tran-
sition causes a variation in the density and can be detected by shifting and
broadening of peaks in the G(r) pattern. However complex solid-state transi-
tion at nanoscale such as cub to ico with constant coordination number and
even distance, is very hard to determine with G(r).
Recently, CNA has shown promising tool due to providing the possibility
of a distinction between allotropic transitions and melting process. Briefly,
the CNA determining local crystal structure based on the decomposition of
1st NNs obtained from G(r) into different angles (Faken and Jo´nsson, 1994;
Tsuzuki et al, 2007). It is quite sensitive technique to the symmetry of different
pairs of bonds. Thus a twining grain boundary as the main difference of ico
and cub cluster can be determined based on a slight angle difference between
1st NNs while it holds entire properties of an fcc atom.
2.4 Visualization
The open visualization tool (OVITO) package5 was used to generate atomistic
illustrations (Stukowski, 2009).
3 Result and discussion
3.1 Potential
Table 1 summarizes important values reproduced by optimized EAM potential
in comparison with original EAM and experimental or ab initio results. The fcc
to hcp transformation energy, ∆E, is optimized to be equal to 0.02 eV/atom
in agreement with thermodynamically assessed value at room temperature
(Dinsdale, 1991) and more precise than 0.026 eV/atom obtained by original
EAM (Foiles et al, 1986). This value is very important for realization of ico
to cub transition and stability of ico structure. It is believed the vacancy for-
mation energy, Ev, is the elementary mechanism of melting and thus it is one
of the most important parameter to capture realized melting. The optimized
force field results in vacancy formation energy of 1.4 eV similar to value esti-
mated from experimental melting point (Kraftmakher and Strelkov, 1970) and
better than 1.44 eV obtained from original potential (Foiles et al, 1986). The
values for surface energy, γsv, in the optimized EAM predicts higher values
than original EAM regarding all plains. The experimental value of the γsv is
estimated from contact angle representing an average over all planes, but it is
5 Version 2.7.1 available at http://ovito.org/
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Table 1 The values obtained by optimized EAM (Sheng et al, 2011) force field in com-
parison with experimental or ab initio results and original EAM(Foiles et al, 1986). The a0
denotes lattice parameter.
Parameter experiment EAM EAM
(unit) or ab initio original optimized
Tmb (K) 1828 (Rao and Rao, 1964) 1680 1750
a0(nm) 0.389 (Ashcroft and Mermin, 1976) 0.389 0.389
(100) 2000 (Tyson and Miller, 1977) 1370 1645
γsv (mJ/m2) (110) 2000 1490 1747
(111) 2000 1220 1529
∆E (eV/atom) fcc-hcp 0.02 (Dinsdale, 1991) 0.026 0.02
Ev (eV/atom) 1.4 1.44 1.4
still higher than both EAM values. Finally, the optimized EAM results in Tmb
value closer to experimental value (Rao and Rao, 1964).
Fig. 2 demonstrates the result of both EAM potential in determining
the cohesive energy, Ec, of solid Pd in comparison with ab initio results.
The minimum in fcc denotes equilibrium a0 and Ec equal to 0.389 nm and
3.911 eV/atom, respectively, which both EAM are in agreement with ab ini-
tio result. However, the a0 and Ec values for hcp determined by ab initio,
are smaller than both EAM by 0.005 nm and 0.06 eV, respectively. In general,
compared to ab initio results, both EAM are slightly off in the repulsive range,
but they are acceptable in attraction part. The optimized EAM, however, tend
to zero more smoothly.
Further, the dynamic structure factor, S(q), was calculated which is a
conventional method to examine liquid structure (Iida and Guthrie, 1988).
The S(q) was calculated here using the Fourier transform of G(r).
S(q) = 1 + ρa
∫
(G(r)− 1)eiqrdr (6)
here q is the wave-vector in reciprocal space.
The G(r) was obtained in the same way described in subsection 2.3 but
with dr = 10−5 nm and PBC for 500 atoms in total. The wave-vector increment
was chosen to be compatible with PBC i.e. 2pi/L with L being the cube side
length equal to 5×a0 (1.945 nm).
Fig. 3 shows S(q) for the liquid Pd calculated using both EAM in compari-
son with tight binding calculation (Alemany et al, 1999) and the experimental
result obtained by x-ray Raman scattering (Waseda, 1980). The figure clearly
shows both EAM potentials are in close agreement with the tight binding and
experimental results. However, the main discrepancies are the peaks’ position
predicted by both EAM those are slightly off. In addition S(q) of the main
peak obtained by original EAM shows notably smaller value (12%).
3.2 Relaxation
Each cluster was relaxed as discussed in section 2.1 to minimize the poten-
tial energy of the entire system at the beginning. For the small cub clusters,
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Fig. 2 Validation of original and optimized EAM potentials for determining Ec in compar-
ison with ab initio calculation.
a transformation to ico is expected during relaxation at room temperature
(Baletto et al, 2002) The optimized EAM only predicts 2-cub transforma-
tion to 2-ico while relaxation using original EAM shows 2-cub and 4-cub are
transforming to ico clusters in agreement with the previous result using the
same potential (Schebarchov and Hendy, 2006). This difference originates from
higher energy barrier for the cub to ico transformation in optimized potential.
As mentioned in the introduction the solid state transition is expected to occur
via an intermediate quasi-liquid state (Schebarchov and Hendy, 2006) which
seems to require higher energy using optimized EAM. In the following, we stick
to ground state notations of the cluster and still call them 2-cub and 4-cub.
We would like to remark that the cub structure is not the best fcc structure
with the lowest energy since its (100) facets are too large compared to (111)
facets.
The relaxation of higher shell number shows that there is no change in the
shape and symmetry of the particle, indicating both potentials can successfully
model the stable shapes of Pd clusters.
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Fig. 3 Validation of both EAM potentials for determining the S(q) of molten Pd at 1853 K
compared with results of tight binding (Alemany et al, 1999) and experiment (Waseda, 1980)
at same temperature.
3.3 Melting criteria
3.3.1 Caloric curves.
Fig. 4 illustrates the variation of U and Cp versus T for the 8-cub particle
(Pd2057) and corresponding snapshots of point A – F for optimized EAM and
G – L for original EAM. Both caloric curves present typical melting behavior
including an isotherm transition due to Hmp. The gradual melting transition
(non-isotherm melting) is more drastic in the curve obtained by original EAM
which makes determining Tmp harder. Nevertheless, Tmp of 1277 and 1387 K
were determined using main Cp peaks for the original and optimized EAM, re-
spectively. The difference came from the fact that optimized potential predicts
bulk melting point more precisely and higher than original EAM. Snapshots
A – F belong to the optimized EAM which in general present more red atoms
with higher potential energy. This is expected since U for the optimized EAM
is always stand above original EAM values. It can be clearly seen in snapshots
A – D, the cub structure remains unchanged without any evidence of surface
melting but slightly rounding in the corners. Snapshots E and F were taken
at and after Tmp those are indicating a homogeneous melting mechanism. In
snapshots G – I a solid-state cub to ico transition is evident (see the the movie
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in the supplementary materials). This is associated with a clear step change
in U and corresponding local minimum in Cp both at 1070 K from original
EAM. It has been shown previously that, a solid-state transition is accompa-
nied with a step change in U and a local minimum in Cp, which was referred
to as negative Cp (Zhang et al, 2010). The J – L snapshots were taken close
to melting point those showing a diagonal (corner to corner) melting which
started at the bottom and moving up where (111) facet on the top can still be
seen. This is the reason for drastic non-isotherm melting in U of the original
EAM. Finally, snapshot L shows a complete liquid state.
It is worth noting that the minor Cp peak, is sometimes misinterpreted as
surface melting (Pan et al, 2005). However, as mentioned in the introduction,
the improper use of G(r) was the real reason for the misinterpretation. No
surface melting is detected here as can be seen in snapshot H which is taken
after minor Cp peak.
3.3.2 Radial distribution function.
Fig. 5 depicts the G(r) variation with temperature for 8-cub using both poten-
tials. In both cases, the G(r) shows the same pattern for solid and liquid-like
states in agreement with previously reported patterns (Pan et al, 2005). The
solid-like state at the bottom of each figure can be interpreted from 4 main
peaks indicated by dashed line corresponding to 4 shells (not to be confused
with 4th NNs). The 1st shell is consisting of 12 equidistant atoms and thus
presents a single peak while further shells contain more peaks due to their
geometrical complexity. The liquid-like state at top of each figure consisting
of 4 broad peaks those are also indicated by dashed lines. It can be clearly
seen that the increase in temperature causes peak broadening in both solid
and liquid-like states. The melting occurs when there is step change in the
peaks’ positions (dashed lines). Fig. 5a shows homogeneous melting of all 4
shells at about 1400 K using the optimized EAM in agreement with 1387 K
obtained from caloric curves. In Fig. 5b there are two step change in the peaks’
positions at about 1000 and 1400 K. It is shown earlier that the first transition
belongs to cub to ico transformation. However, since the step change in peaks’
positions is more evident in the 4th peak (corresponding to 4th shell) it has
been misinterpreted as shell by shell melting in the previous study (Pan et al,
2005).
3.3.3 Common neighbor analysis.
Here the optimized EAM is neglected since original EAM present a more com-
plicated case with a solid-state transition and drastic non-isotherm melting.
Fig. 6 presents the variation in the ratio of different structures with T accord-
ing to the CNA for 8-cub cluster obtained by original EAM. The figure also
includes corresponding snapshots of the particle cross section at points A – F
those indicated with dotted lines. The mirror change can be clearly seen in
fcc and disordered structure, including surface atoms, till ∼940 K. The cross
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Fig. 4 Variation of U and Cp with temperature for 8-cub particle using optimized and
original EAM. (A – F) are the corresponding snapshots of points A – F obtained by optimized
EAM while (G – L) are snapshots of point G – L from original EAM. The color bar in the
inset indicates potential energy level of each atom.
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Fig. 5 Variation of normalized G(r) with T for 8-cub cluster obtained by (a) optimized
and (b) original EAM force fields. The colorbar indicates normalized G(r) and dashed lines
indicate its main peaks.
section of the particle at point A in this region shows only nucleation of dis-
ordered atoms close to the surface and remaining fcc atoms in green. In the
940 – 1050 K range some hcp atoms are randomly appearing as can be seen
in the snapshot B. It is worth noting that disordered phase exists everywhere
even in the core part before transition to ico. Then the transition occurs at
1070 K, between point B and C, with a clear transition of fcc to disordered
atoms (∼13%) followed by nucleation of hcp from disordered atoms (∼7%).
Snapshot C shows an ico atom in the center (yellow) and the same portion of
fcc and hcp (in red). It is worth noting that there are no fcc and hcp atoms
in the small area at the bottom of the snapshot C which is associated with
∼6% left disordered during the transition. Thus, CNA predicts an incomplete
transition while we could not detect such thing using G(r) and caloric curves.
Thereafter both fcc and hcp transform to disordered atoms as shown in the
D – F snapshots. In specific, the diagonal melting is evident in D – F with a
disordered lower half growing towards crystalline aggregates at the upper half
until total disorder is achieved.
The local maximum in the ratio of disordered atoms, between B – C,
was previously interpreted as “coexistence of solid-liquid phase” by focusing
only on the CNA criteria (Schebarchov and Hendy, 2006). However, our G(r)
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Fig. 6 variation of structure ratios with T and cross section of the corresponding snapshots
at A – F indicated in figure by dashed lines.
result shows no liquid-like state during this transition. Thus the transition
occurs with a so-called military diffusion mechanism, which is very fast and
short ranged, and the term “transition quasi-liquid state” is more preferred
over solid-liquid coexistence. It is worth noting that the transition is limited
to 6 and 8-cub clusters possibly because for the larger clusters, the activation
energy required for this aim is higher than melting.
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Table 2 Dominant melting mechanism obtained using original (Foiles et al, 1986) and op-
timized (Sheng et al, 2011) EAM force fields. The superscript ? denotes cub to ico transition
before melting and combined indicates simultaneous surface and diagonal melting mecha-
nism.
original EAM optimized EAM
n cub ico cub ico
2 uniform uniform uniform uniform
4 uniform uniform uniform? uniform
6 diagonal? diagonal surface diagonal
8 diagonal? diagonal surface diagonal
10 surface diagonal surface diagonal
12 surface diagonal surface diagonal
14 surface diagonal surface diagonal
16 surface diagonal surface combined
18 surface diagonal surface combined
20 surface diagonal surface combined
3.4 Size and shape-dependent of the melting mechanism
Table 2 summarizes melting mechanisms utilizing the above-mentioned crite-
ria. Below 3 nm (n = 2− 4) the ico is the only stable shape of clusters before
melting those are melting uniformly due to the small diameter of particles. For
the larger diameters, cub clusters are generally melting with surface melting
and ico clusters present diagonal melting. Optimized EAM predicts combined
surface and diagonal melting for 16 – 20-ico clusters (10−12 nm in diameter).
It is worth noting that there is also a difference in the surface melting of cub
and ico clusters. The surface melting of the cub clusters is associated with
nucleation of the liquid phase at (100) planes followed by its growth at the
surface which deforms polyhedral to a sphere with a lower surface area and
surface energy (see the related movie in the supplementary materials). This
is interesting since it is shown experimentally that the (100) planes present
an incomplete surface melting in the bulk state while (110) and (111) planes
present complete and no surface melting, respectively (Vanselow and Howe,
1988). Thus, the so-called two-stage melting is found to be associated with
faster growth of liquid phase at the surface before moving towards the core.
While in the case of large ico clusters, 16 – 20-ico using optimized EAM, sur-
face melting is in-fact simultaneous diagonal melting starting from different
corners rather than formation of liquid shell followed by melting in the core
(see the related movie in the supplementary materials). This difference can be
explained by more resistance of (111) planes against surface melting compared
to (100) ones as detected in many experiments. The interested reader is re-
ferred to reference (Vanselow and Howe, 1988) and references therein. Thus,
ico clusters with totally (111) planes at the surface present almost no surface
melting. While cub cluster with both (100) and (111) planes at the surface
shows surface melting.
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3.5 Size-dependent melting temperature
Safaei (2010) developed a model considering the effects of the 1st NNs and
the 2nd NNs atomic interactions. An approximation of the formula without
considering of 2nd NNs atomic interaction is as follows:
Tmp
Tmb
= 1− (1− q ¯s
v
)
Ns
Nt
, q =
Z¯s
Zv
(7)
here Ns stands for the number of surface atoms, q is the coordination number
ratio with Zv equal to 12 for interior atoms and Z¯s as the average coordination
numbers of surface atoms. The v and ¯s respectively are bond energies of
interior and surface atoms which the latter consists of cluster faces, edges and
corners.
Fig. 7 compares normalized Tmp obtained from caloric curves in comparison
with previous MD (Pan et al, 2005; Miao et al, 2005) and MC (Lee et al, 2001)
simulations. The figure also contains values calculated from Eq. 7 assuming the
bond strength for the surface and interior atoms to be equal. It is evident that
Tmp values obtained by optimized EAM always stands between original EAM
and Safaei model. In addition, previous MD results using SC force field are
predicting slightly higher values than original EAM but lower than optimized
EAM. The original EAM data set shows a clear change around 5 nm for the cub
due to the fact that 2 and 4-cub already transformed to ico during relaxation;
and 4 – 5 nm cub (corresponding to 6 and 8-cub) are transforming to ico before
melting. In the case of optimized EAM, Tmp is higher for ico till 5 nm and is
lower for D > 5 nm. This is a clear indication of the stability of ico clusters till
5 nm and cub clusters for 6 nm and more. Thus the deficiency of the models
is assuming a static lattice without showing crossover of different structure.
This is because the model is focused on coordination number which is slightly
lower for cub due to lower coordination number of (100) planes at the surface.
While ico surface is only made out of (111) planes with higher coordination
number.
The original EAM overestimates Tmp for ico particles larger than 6 nm
which means they are more stable than cub clusters. This might be associated
with the γsv difference in two potentials.
3.6 Size-dependent melting enthalpy
Attarian Shandiz and Safaei (2008) proposed the following model for the size-
dependent Hmp of clusters.
Hmp
Hmb
= [1− 2(1− q) D0
D +D0
].[1 +
3<Tmb
2Hmb
ln(1− 2(1− q) D0
D +D0
)] (8)
with D0 being specific diameter which the entire atoms are located at the
surface (i.e. Ns = Nt) and Hmb is the bulk melting enthalpy.
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Fig. 7 Dependence of the normalized Tmp on the size of particle obtained from U in com-
parison with MD (Pan et al, 2005; Miao et al, 2005) and MC (Lee et al, 2001) simulation as
well as Safaei model (Safaei, 2010). The entire data sets were normalized to Tmb = 1828 K
(Vanselow and Howe, 1988).
The variation of Hmp with particle size is shown in Fig. 8 in comparison
with Attarian Shandiz and Safaei (2008) model and previous MD results (Pan
et al, 2005; Miao et al, 2005). It is worth noting that, the model shows a
negligible difference between ico and cub and thus it plotted for different Z¯s of
6 and 3 corresponding to q = 0.5 and 0.25, respectively. As shown in the figure,
the model predicts an increase in the Hmp with the particle size in agreement
with the result of the optimized EAM. While the original EAM underestimates
Hmp for particles larger than 5 nm. It can be seen SC potential (Pan et al,
2005) fails to predict correct values for cub and ico by a huge error (∼100%).
While quantum corrected SC provides more accurate value for spherical cluster
(Miao et al, 2005). However, the model determines Hmp < 0 below 0.5754 and
1.1984 nm respectively for Z¯s of 6 and 3 meaning that melting smaller particles
are exothermic and favorable. This failure originated from the crystalline basis
of the model, which is not defined for a few atoms. Both EAM potentials
predict a unified trend for ico particles. For the cub clusters, however, there is
step change at ∼4 nm (corresponding to 6-cub) which is due to the transition
to ico before melting. Thus the accuracy of models depends on knowing the
stable structure of the cluster which they fail to predict.
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Fig. 8 Variation ofHmp with the diameter of Pd clusters obtained by optimized and original
EAM potential, in comparison with previous MD results (Pan et al, 2005; Miao et al, 2005)
as well as Attarian Shandiz and Safaei (2008) model using D0 = 0.6712 nm and the bulk
value 16.7 kJ/mol (Iida and Guthrie, 1988).
4 Conclusion
In conclusion, the stability and melting behavior of Pd55 – Pd28741 clusters of
cub and ico shape studied by molecular dynamics simulation using two EAM
force field i.e. original and highly optimized. Different melting criteria were
discussed those make a clear picture of the melting process. The result shows
small cub clusters (Pd55 – Pd309) are unstable those are melting uniformly due
to their small diameter. The only exception is Pd309 using optimized EAM
which transforms to ico at elevated temperatures before melting. A similar
cub to ico transition is predicted by original EAM for Pd923 – Pd2075 cluster
and for larger clusters both cub and ico are stable up to the melting point.
In general, as detected by G(r) and CNA, the cub clusters present surface
melting while ico clusters are melting diagonally (corner to corner) thanks
to their partitioned structure. However, large ico cluster also present surface
melting due to simultaneous diagonal melting from different corners. This is
entirely different from surface melting observed in cub clusters. The later is
associated with nucleation of liquid phase at the (100) planes and its growth
at the surface before moving inward.
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